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In this study electrochemical treatment of dairy industry wastewater, generated ice cream
manufacturing was studied using a combined system comprising of electrocoagulation (EC), Fenton
reaction and ozone processing. Dairy industry wastewater is characterized by high biochemical oxygen
demand (BOD5), chemical oxygen demand (COD), and other pollutants. The objective of this research
was to investigate the effects of the operating parameters such as: applied current density (j), reaction
time, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), iron (Fe2+) and ozone dosage as a wastewater treatment method. For
this propose rectangular aluminum anodes and iron cathodes were used in parallel within an
electrochemical device. Electrocoagulation is efficient and able to achieve a 40% COD removal at a
current density (j) of 5 mA/cm2, the addition of a Fenton process to the electrocoagulation further
increases the treatment efficiency close to 25% in at a ratio 1:1 H2O2/Fe2+. When used in combination
with ozone promotional system further contributes an additional 30% COD removal. These results
demonstrate the viability of coupled electrocoagulation with advance oxidation process processing as a
reliable technique for removal of pollutants from ice cream manufacturing wastewater.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The dairy industry manufactures a wide-variety of milk based products including: ice cream,
liquid milk, butter, cheese, yogurt, condensed milk, flavored milk and milk powder 1. Wastewater
from the ice cream industry is mainly composed of organic matter and suspended solids from the raw
materials (milk, fruit, etc.), having high concentrations of carbohydrates, proteins and fats 2. In
general, the volume of sewage generated in manufacturing facilities ranges from 0.2 to 10 L per liter of
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processed milk, which is why the quantity of waste discharged one of the largest generators of
wastewater 3. For this reason, the treatment dairy wastewater is of critical importance not only for
the environment, but also for the purpose of recycling water for further use in industrial processes 4.
The current treatment for diary wastewater typically implements biological techniques such as:
activated sludge processing, aerated lagoons, aerobic bioreactors, trickling filters, sequencing batch
reactors (SBR), up-flow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) reactors, up-flow anaerobic filters, and biocoagulation methods,, [2, 5–8].
Increased research has been dedicate towards the treatment of wastewater using
electrocoagulation (EC) and advance oxidation process (AOP’s) such as Fenton reaction or ozone
process because of the increase in environmental restrictions on discharge of untreated wastewater.
Electrocoagulation (EC) is an electrochemical method for the treatment polluted water which has been
successfully implemented in of soluble or colloidal wastewater pollutants found in slaughterhouses 9,
vegetable oil refineries and dairy manufacturing facilities 11,12.
Electrocoagulation is an electrochemical technique that consists of the generation of coagulants
in situ by dissolving electrically through either aluminum or iron ions from electrodes. The metal ion
generation occurs at the anode, when the hydrogen gas is released from the cathode. The hydrogen gas
assists in floating the flocculated particles to the surface. During this process the electrodes can be
arranged in a mono-polar or bipolar mode [3, 13, 14].
When an aluminum anode is used, the electrolytic dissolution of the aluminum anode produces
cationic monomeric species such as Al3+ and Al(OH)2+ at low pH, which at appropriate pH values are
transformed initially into Al(OH)3 and finally polymerized to Aln(OH)3n according to the following
15,16:
Al( s )  Al(3aq )  3e
1)

Al(3aq )  3H 2O(l )  Al (OH )2( s )  3H (aq)

2)

nAl (OH )3  Aln (OH )3n

3)
Oxidation of iron in an electrochemical process generation occurs through iron hydroxide,
Fe(OH)n, where n = 2 or 3. Two mechanisms have been proposed for the production of Fe (OH)n; 1) is
provided below in next anode reaction:
4Fe( s )  4Fe(2aq )  8e
4)
2

4Fe( aq)  10H 2O(l )  O2( g )  4Fe(OH )3( s )  8H ( aq)
5)
Cathode:
8H (aq)  8e  4H 2( g )
6)
Overal:
4Fe( s )  10H 2O(l )  O2( g )  4Fe(OH )3( s )  4H 2( g )
7)
Under a different context, Fenton oxidation treatment is a catalytic reaction of H2O2 with iron
ions [17] that predominantly produces free hydroxyl radicals (●OH) as the principal oxidizing species
[18,19], as shown in equation 8.

Fe 2   H 2O2  Fe3  OH   OH

8)
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The Fe3+ can then be reduced by reaction with the excessive H2O2 to reform ferrous ions and
more radicals. The latter step in the second process is slower [20] in reaction (8) and allows Fe2+
regeneration, leading to a catalytic mechanism, as shown below:

Fe3  H 2O2  FeOOH 2   H 
FeOOH
3

2


2

 HO  Fe

2

2

9)

2

10)

Fe  HO  Fe  O2  H



11)
A number of reported studies have demonstrated that the removal of organic compounds from
water by Fenton’s reagent is highly efficient and inexpensive [21] compared with other treatments,
such as membrane-based methods or the coagulation–flocculation based processes. In addition, the
byproducts of AOPs either are CO2 and H2O when complete oxidation occurs and are byproducts that
could be efficiently treated by biological processes or removed by adsorption treatment [19].
On the other hand, ozone-nation of wastewater is an emerging technology. Ozone is a strong
oxidant with a standard potential of 2.07 V/NHE in acidic solutions and 1.25 V/NHE in basic solutions
[22]. In general, ozone oxidation pathways include direct oxidation by ozone or indirect oxidation by
hydroxyl radicals (●OH). Direct oxidation involves degradation of organic compound by ozone
molecules under acidic conditions, in which an ozone molecule reacts with an unsaturated band due to
its dipolar structure, leading to a splitting of the band [23,24].
O3  OH   HO2  O2
12)



O3  OH2  OH  O2  O2
13)
With the motivation of these ideas, the aim of this research was to evaluate the electrochemical
treatment of ice cream wastewater by EC, Fenton reaction and ozone processing. This is a pioneering
study because in the electrocoagulation treatment, the polarity of the electrodes was exchanged every
specific time, in order to avoid passivation and sludge buildup between the electrodes. The polarity
changes were made using internally designed software.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Ice cream wastewater
Table 1. Characteristics of the ice cream wastewater used for this study:
Parameter
COD (mg/L)
pH
Conductivity (mS/cm)
Total solids (mg/L)
Total volatile solids (mg/L)
Total suspended solids (mg/L)
Total dissolved solids (mg/L)

Value
5902
4.4
3.67
32.69
27.39
2.56
28.21
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The wastewater samples were taken from the local dairy factory in Salamanca, Guanajuato,
with 30,000 (average) kg milk per day processed. Although the characteristics of the effluent varied,
as the samples consisted of flavored milk. The typical characteristics of the raw dairy wastewater are
presented in Table 1.
Samples were collected in polypropylene bottles, shipped refrigerated and cold stored at 6 ∘C
prior to use. The effluent was sampled at different times during this study, and with the initial
characteristics varying with time (Table 1).

2.2. Experimental set up
Laboratory scale pilot electrocoagulation for COD abatement is described in Figure 1. All
electrolyses were conducted in an open and undivided tank reactor containing 3 L of real solution. The
reactor was composed of PYREX® Becher glass, with 2 aluminum anodes and 3 iron cathodes
connected to a BK Precision power supply (model 1900) with a bipolar connection. The geometric
area of all electrodes in contact with the solution was 160 cm2. Tests were conducted with 5 mA/cm2
current density. To monitor degradation, multiple samples (100 mL) were collected every 10 minutes,
along with the cells.

+

-

Figure 1. Experimental setup of electrocoagulation cell.

During electrocoagulation, an oxide film formed at the anode. To avoid this reaction, a new
device was implemented to interchange the polarity between electrodes. Sensors are used to measure
the variables of the reactor such as pH, oxygen, conductivity, and electric current. A NI Data
Acquisition Card and the software LabVIEW are used for data acquisition and processing. The
graphical interface implemented in LabVIEW permits, and automatically adjusts, the initial values of
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the electrochemical reactor such as the duration, the flow rate required, and the necessary voltage. The
results of the tests are shown with charts which enable the reader to view the evolution of the data.
2.3. Fenton oxidation reagent.
The free hydroxyl radicals OH, was generated in situ by addition of the following regents in
aqueous solution: hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 30% w/v and ferrous sulfate FeSO4·7H2O, 99.5%, both
by Merck.
2.4. Ozone process.

Ozone in-line injection, were provided with a Aquazon 40 ozone generator, generating a stream
of ozone of 250 mg/h.
2.5. Analytical procedure.
Chemical oxygen demand (COD), total suspended solids (TSSs), conductivity, and pH
determinations were evaluated according to the standard methods (APHA, 2005). COD was measured
using COD reactor and direct reading spectrophotometer (DR/5000, HACH, USA). The pH and
conductivity were adjusted to a desirable value using NaOH or H2SO4 and NaCl and measured using a
pH meter model Denver model 250 and a conductivimeter model Hach.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effects of some parameters such as applied current, reaction time, iron and hydrogen
peroxide dosage and ozone addition have been evaluated under specific conditions for a constant
temperature.

3.1. Wastewater Characterization.
Table 1 shows the real ice cream wastewater characteristics prior to treatment, after 12 h
settling time and qualifies under the guidelines established by Mexico for effluent discharge requiring
treatment. The values of the pollution parameters were decreased after 12 h of preliminary settling
time. Also, the comparison of these values showed that the COD and the concentration of TSS,
acceded those recommended by Mexico environmental standards. Consequently, the dairy effluent
required treatment prior to discharge.

3.2. Effect of Preliminary Settling Time.
Preliminary settling process is a natural treatment method that requires no chemical addition
compounds. Although some workers realized the importance of the natural settling process, there is
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little information available in the literature on the effect of the preliminary settling time on pollutants
removal capacity 3.
In this research, the raw dairy wastewater allowed to settle in a deposit prior to the
electrocoagulation process. Regardless, the process had an influence on COD and TSS removals within
the first 20 min. COD was reduced from 5902 to 4708 mg/L (resulting in more than 20% COD
removal efficiency), TSS concentration was reduced from 32.69 to 18.25 mg/L (resulting in more than
85.56% TSS removal efficiency).

3.3. Electrocoagulation process.
Electrocoagulation is a process where a direct current is applied between metal electrodes
immersed in wastewater. The direct electrical current causes the dissolution of metal electrodes
commonly iron and aluminum into wastewater. The dissolved metal ions, at an appropriate pH, can
form wide variations of coagulated species and metal hydroxides which destabilize and aggregate the
suspended particles or precipitate and adsorb dissolved contaminants [25, 26].
Two alternatives for electrocoagulation treatment were tested, one under reverse polarity
(referred to “process a”) and the other without change of polarity (referred to “process b”). Figure 2
illustrates the improvement on the electrocoagulation treatment when the polarity change is carried
out, without regard to polarity change. Process A achieves close to 37.3% of COD abatement, while in
the process b can only get a maximum of 27.6% COD abatement. In both cases the applied voltage
was 5.5 mA/cm2 at pH 4.4 and 4.24 mS/cm after 120 minutes of treatment. This result can be
explained by the fact that in process b the aluminum plates act as sacrifice electrodes, resulting greater
wear (corrosion) and as a result generate increased ion leakage. Additionally, the formation of an oxide
layer on the surface of the cathode contributes to a decreased effectiveness of the overall process 15.
40
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Figure 2. Effect of reaction time on COD removal from ice cream wastewater at pH 4.4, 4.24 mS/cm
of conductivity and current density of 5.5 mA/cm, a) Under polarity change and b) Without
polarity change.
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As reported by Yusuf et al 16, the change of polarity (process a) will have a uniform
consumption of the electrodes, as the oxidation slows and reduces the oxide layer on the cathode
increasing the lifespan of the electrodes. In process A which included aluminum ions, iron ions are
produced, from their corresponding hydroxides acting together as coagulating species. According to
Mullah et al 27, the variation of the electric field in the medium avoids the electrophoretic transport
of charged particles which can induce dipole-dipole interactions and adversely affect the stability of
dipole structures in the system; this effect does not occur in a process without change of polarity, and
therefore, the process a acquires greater scope for the degradation of species b. In the above process
the improvement of process a versus b in terms of process COD removal is feasible and expected.
On the other hand, the current density applied to the electrochemical reactor is directly
proportional to the electrical energy consumption 16. In this context, the arrangement of electrodes
used for this study was a parallel configuration, the power consumption is determined by the voltage
consumed during treatment, the current held at a constant 5 mA/cm2. For instance, after 120 min
electrolysis, energy consumption for process A corresponds to 4 KWh/m3, meanwhile, process B is
close to 7 KWh/m3. In the light of these results, the change in polarity of the electrodes is an
interesting practice for the observation of these similar reactive processes.

3.4. Fenton treatment.
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Figure 3. Variation of COD abatement efficiency with different H2O2/ Fe2+ relations (j = 5 mA/cm2,
pH 3)
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The next groups of assays correspond to the Fenton reaction, whereby the tests were conducted
in 2 L of clarified solution obtained for the electrocoagulation process. This effluent exits the EC
treatment with a COD of 1756 mg/L. In accordance with the previous results obtained by Yavuz 16
where he demonstrated that the specific method of feeding H2O2 is a significant factor affecting the
performance of the electrochemical system. These findings suggested the gradual addition of H 2O2
instead of initial addition in a single step at the beginning of the study. Since in the electrocoagulation
process significantly increases the concentration of iron in water, in our case it was determined that in
91.2 mg/L, the parameter remained fixed, and thus, gradual addition of H2O2 was implemented in the
current studies. The relations tested H2O2/ Fe2+ were 1:1, 5:1, 10:1 and 15:1 respectively. The time for
this treatment was carrying out for 24 min, results are showed in Figure 3.
As demonstrated in Figure 3, best results are achieved at a 5:1 ratio of H2O2: Fe2+ with a peak
removal of 23.4% during a 12 minute interval.The additional ratios tested in this study, 1:1, 10:1 and
15:1 achieved no greater than 8% removal..
The 1:1 ratio shows that an excess of iron within the system decreases the effectiveness of
treatment due to side reactions and processes such as precipitation of species Fe(OH)3 when the H2O2
decomposes into oxygen and water is introduced 28; promoting chemical coagulation. Excessive iron
promotes the scavenging and reaction of hydroxyl radicals with Fe2+ ion, reaction (14). On the other
hand, an excess of hydrogen peroxide causes hydroxyl radical scavenging, in accordance with reaction
(15) generating hydroperoxide radicals (OH2) which are less efficient oxidants 29,30. Therefore,
10:1 and 15:1 relationship by excess hydrogen peroxide is ineffective for treatment of the effluent.
Fe 2   OH  Fe 3  OH 
14)


OH  H 2 O2  OH 2  H 2 O

15)
For all experiments of this set the optimal treatment time was 12 min, after which a decrease
was observed in the removal of COD.
Figure 4 shows a photograph in which the color change of the treated water by the Fenton
process can be observed. (Picture a, shows a milky white opaque water sample which was subjected to
the electrocoagulation process, while the translucent water sample shown in picture b. was as result of
the applied Fenton process).

Figure 4. Image showing discoloration a) from wastewater electrocoagulation process and b) when the
Fenton process is applied, H2O2/Fe2+ ratio, after 12 min of treatment.
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3.5.Ozone-Fenton treatment.
The last system tested as post-treatment of effluent from electrocoagulation was the
combination of ozone and hydrogen peroxide system. For this, an Aquazon 40 ozone generator was
used, generating a stream of ozone of 250 mg/h. In this process, a volume of 0.5 L was clarified,
though an exposure of 50 min. of ozonation. As mentioned earlier, the effluent from electrocoagulation
process maintains a concentration Fe2+ close to 91 mg/L.For this reason, we attempted to achieve a
condition which promotes a combined system O3-H2O2-Fe2+ , by testing the following H2O2/Fe2+ ratios
(1:1, 5:1, 10:1, 15:1) . Theresults are presented in the Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Electrocoagulation treatment clarified by combining O3-H2O2-Fe2+.

As can be seen in Figure 5, a 5:1 ratio of H2O2-Fe2+ promotes an improvement in the process,
approaching 30% of the re-motion of the DOC. This result is consistent with the findings of some
authors, where a reported improvement was caused by the combination of ozone and hydrogen
peroxide as oxidants as opposed to use of ozone only 31. However, the rations of 10:1 and 15:1 do
not promote an improvement in the treatment, as shown above in Figure 3.

4. CONCLUSIONS
To evaluate the influence of various experimental parameters on the removal of pollutants from
ice cream wastewater batch electrocoagulation processes were implemented.. The results of this study
demonstrate the applicability of electrocoagulation in the treatment of dairy industry wastewater. Peak
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experimental conditions were achieved at: a current density of 5 mA/cm2; natural pH, without
supporting electrolyte addition; relation H2O2/Fe2+ 5:1 and 250 mg/h ozone.Under these conditions,
70% COD removal was achieved.
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